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Of Developers Learn Through 
Internal Documentation

<20% 



Of developers time is spent 
understanding code

75% 
Up to



The Problem

• What am I looking at? 

• How does this work? 

• Why would we do it this way?
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= limited & buried 
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The Knowledge Base 
Behind Your Codebase



1. Make it easy to 
talk about code.



The Problem

• What am I looking at? 

• How does this work? 

• Why would we do it this way?



1. Select codeblock 
2. Press Copy 
3. Alt-tab to slack 
4. Find and select the appropriate channel 
5. Type ``` then paste then ``` again 
6. Manually create context 

7. Enter project/repo details 
8. Type path and source file 
9. Copy line number 
10. Reference which function(s) 

11. Find the right person to ask 
12. Alt-tab to Terminal 
13. cd to right directory 
14. git blame | grep 
15. Alt-tab back to Slack 
16. copy / paste author email to at-mention 

17. Type your question (finally!) 
18.Alt-tab back to your IDE

Slack
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2. Save the knowledge 
forever



•Comments are 
lost in stream 

•New devs never 
see them

Slack



•Threads are saved 
with source file 

•Knowledge base 
forms over time

•Comments are 
lost in stream 

•New devs never 
see them

Slack



3. Connect the tools 
you use to your 
source tree





DEMO



SECURITY CONCERNS

• CodeStream is a set of IDE plugins + cloud-based 
service 

• The CodeStream service does not require access to 
your source tree 

• Content stored in existing services such as Slack or Jira 

• Only references are stored in CodeStream 

• Communication is encrypted in transit and at rest



Background 

• Serial Entrepreneurs 

• 4 startups together in 23 years 

• Experts in real-time communication 

• Every-day developer 



The Knowledge Base 
Behind Your Codebase



GRAVEYARD



Source Code Discussion


